
ETI EXPERIENCE:  Instructions - SCRIPT 
 
 This is a session in an experiment in the economics of decision making. During this 
session your payoffs will be reported in lab dollars.   It is possible that you could lose money in 
this session.  As a result everyone will be given an opening balance of 250 lab dollars.  If at 
anytime your cumulative payoff (which includes this opening balance) falls below 0 lab dollars 
you will be excused from this part of the session.   Despite this if you follow the instructions 
carefully you may earn a considerable amount of money.  The Senate Research Committee at 
Lakehead University is funding this research. 
 
Overview 
 
 Today’s session will be conducted using the computer network located in our laboratory.  
The session will consist of 25 periods.  We will begin after everyone has finished reading the 
instructions and completed 5 practice periods.  Please refrain from talking during the session. 
Each period will proceed as follows. 
 

What the Computer does What you do 

Start period.  

 Choose a “decision number” 
and enter it in the appropriate 
box on your computer screen. 

Collect decision numbers, Calculates 
individual payoffs, and returns results 

 

 Check your payoff and 
cumulative payoff 

Start next period or end section  
 
 
 
Now here are the details. 
 
 



Part 1 
 
 You have been assigned to a group of four (yourself and three other) participants.  This 
will be your group for the entire session.   There will be 25 periods.  In each period you (and the 
others in your group) will be asked to choose a number and to enter it into the computer.  This is 
your Decision Number.   
 
Your Total Payoff for each period is the sum of your Private Payoff and your Group Payoff: 
 
 Total Payoff = Private Payoff + Group Payoff 
 
 Your Private Payoff depends only on your own Decision Number.  You have been 
randomly assigned to a player type.  Half (2) of the people in your group must choose their 
Decision Number between 0 and 125.  The other half of the people in your group must choose 
their Decision Number between 0 and 100.  The payoffs are also different for both types of 
people so that the Private payoff to choosing 10 for people whose decision numbers can range 
between 0 and 125 is different than the payoff to choosing 10 for people whose decision number 
can range between 0 and 100.  
 
 Table 1 in your folder shows the Private Payoff for each of your possible Decision 
Numbers.  For example if you were to choose 30 Table 1 shows your Private Payoff for choosing 
that Decision Number.   
 
If your Decision Numbers must be less than 125 Table 1 shows you that your Private Payoff for 
choosing 30 would be 6.95 lab dollars.  
 
If your Decision Numbers must be less than 100 Table 1 shows you that your Private Payoff for 
choosing 30 would be 15.20 lab dollars.   
 
Notice that the higher your Decision Number the higher your Private Payoff. 
 
 Table 2 in your folder shows the Private Payoffs for each of the possible Decision 
Numbers for someone of the other type.  For example Table 2 shows the Private Payoff to a 
participant of the other type who chose 30.   
 
If the participant of the other type’s Decision Numbers is always less than 100 then Table 2 
shows that their Private Payoff for choosing 30 is 15.20 lab dollars.   
 
Or, if the participant of the other type’s Decision Numbers is always less than 125 Table 2 shows 
their Private Payoff for choosing 30 is 6.95 lab dollars.   
 
Notice that the higher their Decision Number the higher their Private Payoff. 
 
 



 The Group Total is the sum of your decision number and the decision numbers of the 
three other people in your group.  Since two of the people in your group must choose their 
decision numbers between 0 and 125 and two must choose between 0 and 100 the group total 
must be between 0 and 450. 
 
 The Group Payoff depends only on the Group Total and is the same for everyone in the 
group. Your instructions now describe the group payoff both in words and using a formula.  
Notice that If the Group Total is less than or equal to 150 then the Group Payoff will be positive 
or zero and if the Group Total is greater than 150, the Group Payoff is a negative value.  The 
Group Payoff is then written as a function of the Group Total. 
 
For example if the Group Total were 170 then the Group Payoff for every member of the group 
is calculated in your instructions.  Similarly if the Group Total were 140 then the Group Payoff 
for every member of the group is calculated in the instructions.  Notice that the higher the Group 
Total the lower the Group Payoff.    
 
 As a simple example, suppose that you chose 30, and the sum of the decisions of 
everyone else in your group was 100.  The Group Total would be 130 (the sum of your decision 
number and the decision numbers of everyone else in your group), your Private Payoff would be 
6.95 if your decision numbers must be less than 125 and 15.20 if your decision numbers must be 
less than 100, the Group Payoff would be given by the formula above and your Total Payoff 
would be the sum of your Private payoff and your Group Payoff. 
 
 Now suppose, that you had chosen 70 in the above example.  The Group Total would be 
170, your Private Payoff 18.95 if your decision numbers are always below 125 and 23.20 if your 
decision numbers are always below 100, the Group Payoff would be given by the formula above, 
and your Total Payoff would the sum of your Private payoff and your Group Payoff.  Notice that 
the higher your Decision Number the higher your Private Payoff.  But, the higher your Decision 
Number the higher the Group Total and the lower the Group Payoff. 
 
 Your payment for this session will be the sum of your earnings in each of the 25 periods.  
Your earnings will be converted from lab dollars to Canadian at the rate of 1 lab dollar is equal 
to 3.4 cents Canadian.  In the event that you do lose your opening balance you will be informed 
by the computer that you are Bankrupt and will not be able to participate in the rest of this part of 
the experiment.  At this point the rest of the people in your group will be informed that there is 
now one less person whose decision number is being added into the group total. 
 
Please answer the following question:   
 
Use TABLE 1 to fill in the portion of the record sheet below assuming that you chose 65, the 
Group Total was 400 and the group payoff is 30% of the difference between 150 and the Group 
Total if the Group Total is above 150 and 30% of the difference between 150 and the Group 
Total if the Group Total is less than or equal to 150 
 

Period Decision 
Number 

Private 
Payoff 

Group Total Group 
Payoff 

Total Payoff Cumulative 
Payoff 



Practice 65 17.80 

22.55 

400 -75 -57.20 

-52.45 

Not 
Important 

 
 
Please raise your hand when you are done so that the monitor can check your answer. 
 
 Before we begin we will conduct five practice periods.  These practice periods are 
intended to help you understand today’s experiment.  Any earnings you make during the practice 
periods will not be included in your payment at the end of the session.  The practice periods will 
differ from the actual periods in that the Group Total will be your decision number plus a 
random number chosen by the computer.  The Group Total in the practice periods will be your 
decision number plus a random number between 0 and 500.  The computer chooses this random 
number so that each number between and including 0 and 500 has an equal chance of being 
selected. 
 
 Once the first practice period starts you will notice that the game window on the 
computer screen has four sections.  The first section describes the Group Payoff function.  This 
function is the same as described in the instructions above.  The second section is labeled Payoff 
to a Player of Your type.  Using this calculator you will be able to determine your payoff from 
different combinations of values for your Decision Number and the Group Total.  Notice that 
you can change the Decision Number and the Group Total by typing numbers into the edit boxes 
or by using the arrow buttons located beside the edit boxes.  Also notice that changing the 
Decision Number changes the Group Total.  This is because the Group Total is the sum of your 
Decision Number, and the Decision Numbers of those in your group and as a result when your 
Decision Number increases so does the Group Total.  The third section of the screen is where 
you type your Decision Number.  Once you have chosen your Decision Number and typed it into 
the edit box click on the Ok button to complete this part of the period.  The fourth section of the 
screen contains two tabs that allow you to switch between the main screen and the history screen.  
If you click on the tab labeled history you will be able to see the outcome of all of the previous 
period in which you have participated.  Please feel free to raise your hand and ask any questions 
you may have. 
 
 To help you understand the Scratch Pad please pick any valid decision number and type it 
into the box beside Your Decision Number on the scratch pad.  Now pick a bigger number and 
type it into the box beside Group Total.  Notice that the Group Total will always be bigger than 
your Decision Number as it is the sum of the Decision Numbers of everyone in your group.  
Now use the arrow buttons beside the box where you typed Your Decision Number to increase or 
decrease Your Decision Number.  Notice the effect of these changes on your Total Payoff.  
Please work through the practice periods and I will come around to see if you have any 
questions. 
 
 Once the practice periods have been completed we will begin the 25 periods for which 
you will be paid at the end of today’s session. 
 



[Once the software for the 25 periods is running I typically remind the students that the Group 
Total is the sum of their decision number and the decision numbers of everyone else in their 
group and I ask them if there are any questions before they begin.  If not I ask them to make their 
first decision.    After that I basically walk around and make sure that everyone at least thinks 
that they know what they are doing.] 
 
 



TABLE 1:  Private Payoff Schedule

Private PayoffChoicePrivate PayoffChoice

17.3163-6.250
17.5664-5.751
17.8065-5.262
18.0466-4.773
18.2767-4.284
18.5068-3.805
18.7369-3.326
18.9570-2.857
19.1771-2.388
19.3872-1.919
19.5973-1.4510
19.8074-0.9911
20.0075-0.5412
20.2076-0.0913
20.39770.3614
20.58780.8015
20.77791.2416
20.95801.6717

21.13812.1018
21.30822.5319
21.47832.9520
21.64843.3721
21.80853.7822
21.96864.1923
22.11874.6024
22.26885.0025
22.41895.4026
22.55905.7927
22.69916.1828
22.82926.5729
22.95936.9530
23.08947.3331
23.20957.7032
23.32968.0733
23.43978.4434
23.54988.8035
23.65999.1636
23.751009.5137
23.851019.8638
23.9410210.2139
24.0310310.5540
24.1210410.8941
24.2010511.2242
24.2810611.5543
24.3510711.8844
24.4210812.2045
24.4910912.5246
24.5511012.8347
24.6111113.1448
24.6611213.4549
24.7111313.7550
24.7611414.0551
24.8011514.3452
24.8411614.6353
24.8711714.9254
24.9011815.2055
24.9311915.4856
24.9512015.7557
24.9712116.0258
24.9812216.2959
24.9912316.5560
25.0012416.8161
25.0012517.0662



TABLE 1:  Private Payoff Schedule

Private PayoffChoicePrivate PayoffChoice

20.20515.000
20.39525.401
20.58535.792
20.77546.183
20.95556.574
21.13566.955
21.30577.336
21.47587.707
21.64598.078
21.80608.449
21.96618.8010
22.11629.1611
22.26639.5112
22.41649.8613
22.556510.2114
22.696610.5515
22.826710.8916
22.956811.2217
23.086911.5518
23.207011.8819
23.327112.2020
23.437212.5221
23.547312.8322
23.657413.1423
23.757513.4524
23.857613.7525
23.947714.0526
24.037814.3427
24.127914.6328
24.208014.9229
24.288115.2030
24.358215.4831
24.428315.7532
24.498416.0233
24.558516.2934
24.618616.5535
24.668716.8136
24.718817.0637
24.768917.3138
24.809017.5639
24.849117.8040
24.879218.0441
24.909318.2742
24.939418.5043
24.959518.7344
24.979618.9545
24.989719.1746
24.999819.3847
25.009919.5948
25.0010019.8049

20.0050




